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Abstract—Device-to-Device (D2D) wireless communications
has many envisioned applications such as proximity-based net-
working, tactical communications and situation awareness of
military personnel in a battlefield. The joint use of multiple
frequency bands could provide further enhancement to existing
D2D wireless system and localization architectures. However, the
development of any suitable communication system with this ca-
pability will requires accurate propagation channel measurement
and modeling to understand channel frequency dependencies in
an environment in which the system will operate. In this paper,
we present a detailed description of a propagation channel mea-
surement campaign performed in an outdoor environment within
the millimeter wave (mm-wave) 59 − 63 GHz and centimeter
wave (cm-wave) 2− 6 GHz frequency bands. The measurements
were conducted for both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) scenarios. We extracted (and compared) propa-
gation channel parameters such as distance-dependent pathloss
exponent (γ), shadowing gain (ξσ), root-mean-square (rms) delay
spread (τrms) and amplitude fading statistics to motivate a suitable
channel model in both bands. The model developed can be used
for realistic performance evaluations of devices operating in the
cm-wave and/or mm-wave bands.

I. INTRODUCTION

Device-to-Device (D2D) communications in which informa-
tion is exchanged via a direct link between nodes or sensors
without interfacing with the infrastructure, such as cell towers,
available in traditional cellular networks, serves as a possible
solution to overcome the limitations of existing infrastructure-
based wireless communication. The Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) is actively pursuing the standardization of
D2D communication [1]. D2D wireless systems have already
been deployed for use in different applications such as wireless
sensor networks and broadband communications in battlefields
[2], [3], as well as in the localization of rescue workers in
emergency or disaster relief zones [4].

The centimeter wave (cm-wave) and millimeter wave (mm-
wave) bands have been proposed as complimentary frequency
bands to be used for next-generation communication systems.
The cm-wave band offers several advantages, which include;
better coverage due to smaller pathloss and ability to penetrate
walls, while the mm-wave band affords higher data-rates due
to large spectrum availability and less interference. Electro-
magnetic (EM) wave propagation in these two frequency bands
differs greatly. Unlike cm-wave, mm-wave frequencies have

increased reflectivity and scattering from common objects
(e.g. walls or human body), poor diffraction and penetra-
tion capabilities. These properties of the mm-wave make the
environment dependent characteristics more pronounced and
are probably the main factor distinguishing them from the
characteristics at lower frequencies.

Accurate channel characteristics are required for the de-
velopment of any wireless communication systems, hence
it is of utmost importance that the channel in which the
wireless system is to be deployed be duly investigated through
propagation channel measurements.

A number of works [5]–[10] in the literature have sought
to compare propagation in different frequency bands by con-
ducting channel measurements. Note that these measurements
were conducted for non-cellular related scenarios. Directional
channel measurements were conducted by [5] at 5.8, 14.8
and 58.7 GHz while [6] conducted similar measurements at
2, 15, 28 and 60 GHz. However, these measurements were
conducted in an indoor environment. [7] conducted measure-
ments at 15 and 28 GHz in an urban street environment,
while [8] and [9] conducted measurements at 15, 28 and 60
GHz bands in airport and street canyon respectively. A wide
range of frequencies (2 − 86 GHz) were measured in [10],
however, the only result presented was the delay spread. Works
comparing the propagation characteristics of cm-wave and
mm-wave frequency bands in outdoor environments are scarce
in the literature.

In this paper, we remedy this by investigating and jointly
characterizing propagation in the cm-wave and mm-wave
bands. We present details of a dual-band propagation channel
measurement campaign performed in an outdoor environ-
ment. We explored various scenarios such as Line-of-sight
(LOS) and Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) cases. We quantify and
compare results for key channel parameters such as the as
distance-dependent pathloss (γ), shadowing gain (ξσ), root-
mean-square (rms) delay spread (τrms) and amplitude fading
statistics of multipath components (MPCs) in both bands.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the measurement environment. Section III describes
the measurement setup. Data processing procedure and results
are discussed in Section IV while conclusions are inferred in
Section V.



Fig. 1: Measurement points at the quad

II. MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT

Measurements were performed at a quadrangle (quad) lo-
cated in front of the Norris Medical Library on the Health
science campus (HSC) of the University of Southern Cali-
fornia (USC) in Los Angeles, CA, USA. The quad and the
measurement locations are shown in Fig.1. The quad is a 33
× 33 m open square surrounded by buildings and trees. At
the center of the quad is a 15 × 15 m demarcation, where
trees and flowers are planted. The ground of the quad is paved
with brick slabs with lamp-posts placed alongside its edges.
Buildings surrounding the measurement location (such as the
Norris medical library) are made up of a mixture of concrete,
steel bar railing and glass window pane.

Measurements were conducted for LOS and NLOS scenar-
ios in and around the quad at TX-RX separation distances
of 5, 10, 15, 24 and 27 m respectively. Multiple measurements
were taken for each distance measured, by placing the TX
and RX array at different positions. These positions provide
different realizations of shadowing i.e., power-variations due to
blockage effects in the environment. A total of four shadowing
positions were selected at each distance measured therefore
80 positions1 were measured in our campaign. The exact
same locations (with constituents unchanged) were measured
with both cm-wave and mm-wave bands for comparability of
results.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A dual-band channel sounder system, which uses an 8 ×
8 virtual MIMO antenna array configuration was assembled
for our measurement campaign. This sounder operates in both
cm-wave (2−6 GHz) and mm-wave (59−63 GHz) frequency

1Note that the 80 points = 5 separations × 4 shadowing × 2 scenarios
(LOS and NLOS) × 2 bands (cm-wave and mm-wave bands).

range. The channel sounder was designed to be backwards
compatible, i.e., only a small number of components needed
to be replaced to go from a cm-wave to a mm-wave setup.
A description of the sounder configuration in each band is
discussed subsequently, while extensive details are provided
in [11].

A. cm-wave

At the heart of the cm-wave channel sounder setup (see
Fig. 2) is a vector network analyzer (VNA, KT-N5222A-
200/WXP), which was used for obtaining the complex transfer
function of the radio channel2. The VNA in combination
with a coaxial cables, an electro-optical (with fiber-optics cable
connection) converter modules, a power amplifier (rated at 37
dB gain) and two omni-directional biconical antennas (TX and
RX), a 33 dB low noise amplifier was used to transmit and
receiver signals. A stepped frequency sweep was conducted
over 5001 points within the 2 − 6 GHz band on the VNA.
Parameter setting for the VNA are shown in Table I.

The virtual MIMO antenna array configuration used at both
TX and RX ends was implemented by attaching an omni-
direction biconical antenna to a 1.54-m-high support pole,
which was in turn fastened to a stepper motor steered linear
positioner controlled by LabView software. The biconical
antenna was moved to different positions by the linear po-
sitioner, thus creating a virtual uniform linear array (ULA).
The separation between antenna elements is 50 mm; hence
by moving each antenna over a distance of 400 mm at both
ends, eight antenna positions at each link end are measured,
providing a total of 64 spatial sub-channels. Due to array
positioner movement time and VNA frequency sweep time

2Note that the radio channel implies the combination of TX and RX
antennas and the propagation channel.



(over a 4 GHz bandwidth), the total measurement time for
each position was 48 minutes.

B. mm-wave

In the mm-wave measurements setup (see Fig. 3), the
radio frequency (RF) signal transmission and reception was
realized by using the cm-wave setup in conjunction with up-
and down-converters modules. The up- and down-converter
modules were used for mixing a 4 GHz bandwidth inter-
mediate frequency (IF) signal from the VNA with a (TX-
RX synchronized) local oscillator (LO) signal generated by
a frequency synthesizer. Optical fiber cables (via electro-
optical converters) were used in transporting the IF and LO
signals from the VNA and the frequency synthesizer to the
up-converter module while a 7.62 m coaxial cable was used
at the RX side to transport the down-converted received signal
(from a 60 GHz biconical antenna) back to the VNA on the
RX side.

Similarly to the cm-wave sounder configuration, a virtual
MIMO antenna setup was used here as well, however, a 2.5
mm separation between antenna elements was used instead,
therefore by moving each antenna over a distance of 20 mm
at both ends, eight antenna positions at each link end were
realized thereby providing a total of 64 spatial sub-channels.
The total measurement time in this case was 22 minutes for
each position measured.

cm-wave parameters
Parameter Setting
Bandwith 4 GHz (2− 6 GHz)

Transmitted Power 10 dBm
Center frequency fc 4 GHz

Number of spatial sub-channels 64
Number of sub-carriers 5001

mm-wave parameters
Parameter Setting
Bandwith 4 GHz (59− 63 GHz)

Transmitted Power 16 dBm
Center frequency fc 61 GHz

Number of spatial sub-channels 64
Number of sub-carriers 5001

TABLE I: Channel Measurement parameters

IV. DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS

The channel transfer function was extracted from the data
captured from the VNA after each measurement run. To
facilitate our discussion in this work, the transfer function will
be denoted as Hd,Sd,mR,mT,fk , where mT = 1, ...,MT = 8
and mR = 1, ...,MR = 8 denote the TX and RX antenna
positions in the MIMO array, fk = 1, ...,Mf = 5001
represents the frequency indexes, d = 1, ..., D = 5 represents
the TX-RX (separation) distances measured, and shadowing
locations are represented by Sd = 1, ...,MSd = 4. The mea-
sured Hd,Sd,mR,mT,fk was transformed to the delay domain

Fig. 2: cm-wave channel sounder setup.

Fig. 3: mm-wave channel sounder setup.
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Fig. 4: Sample plots of APDP from 10 m LOS scenario from
measurement at both cm-wave and mm-wave bands

by using an inverse Fourier transform; the resulting impulse
response is denoted as hd,Sd,mR,mT,τk ; a Hann instantaneous
window was applied to suppress temporal side lobes.

From the impulse response, the power-delay-profile (PDP),
i.e., Pd,Sd,mR,mT,τk = |hd,Sd,mR,mT,τk |2 can be obtained. For
each shadowing location, the influence of small-scale fading



is removed by averaging the instantaneous PDPs over the 8×
8 TX/RX positions to obtain the average-power-delay-profile
(APDP, P̂d,Sd,τk ).

P̂d,Sd,τk =
1

MT ·MR

MT∑
mT

MR∑
mR

Pd,Sd,mR,mT,τk (1)

A sample of the averaged power-delay profile (APDP)
(P̂d,Sd,τk ) plot at a select distance for both cm-wave and
mm-wave LOS measurements is shown in Fig. 4. A noise
thresholding filter was implemented such that all APDP sam-
ples whose magnitude are below a certain threshold are set
to zero. The chosen threshold value used in this work was
6 dB above the noise floor of the APDP as done in [12].
We recognize that the use of 6 dB noise level could lead to
reduced dynamic range in the mm-wave than cm-wave mea-
surements, thereby affecting the received power computation.
To investigate the impact of this, we analyzed the data with
two alternative approaches: (i) using a fixed dynamic range
(30 dB from peak) for both bands, and (ii) enforcing the
smallest (among all measurements) available dynamic range
for all measurements. While not shown here for space reasons,
the relative comparisons between cm- and mm-wave bands do
not show significant differences. More details will be reported
in [11].

A. Pathloss Modeling

The distance-dependent pathloss is derived from the noise-
filtered APDP by summing up all powers of delay bins. The
APDPs are obtained from measurements at different locations.
The distance-dependent pathloss can be modeled by using the
conventional power-law equation (see (2)),

Gd(dB) = Gd0 + 10 · γ · log10
(

d
d0

)
+ ξσ(dB), (2)

where γ is the pathloss exponent, d0 is the reference distance,
Gd0 is the pathloss at the reference distance (1 m) and ξσ is
the shadowing gain. Figs. 5 and 6 show scatter plot and linear
regression fit of the pathloss for all measurements conducted
at different distances at cm-wave and mm-wave bands for
LOS and NLOS scenarios, while all extracted pathloss model
parameters are available in Table II.

LOS NLOS
Scenario γ Gd0 (dB) γ Gd0 (dB)
cm-wave −1.75 −45.21 −2.51 −55.35
mm-wave −1.91 −71.97 −2.37 −84.87

TABLE II: Pathloss model parameters for cm-wave and mm-
wave bands.

It can be observed from Table II that there differences
between the parameters extracted at the two different bands
as there is a higher pathloss in mm-wave band measurements
when compared to cm-wave band in both LOS and NLOS
scenarios. These results are in alignment with numerous ob-
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Fig. 5: Scatterplot of pathloss and linear regression fit for all
measurements at cm-wave band.
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Fig. 6: Scatterplot of pathloss and linear regression fit for all
measurements at mm-wave band.

servations in the literature that electromagnetic waves are
more susceptible to attenuation at higher frequencies.

B. Shadowing Gain Modeling

The shadowing gain (denoted ξσ in (2)) accounts for the
large-scale fluctuations of the received power at each measured
distance. We have modeled the logarithmic equivalent of
the shadowing gain as a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
N(0, σ(dB)) in our work. The standard deviation (std. dev)
values for the shadowing gain from our measurements is
provided in Table III while plots showing the empirical distri-
bution of the shadowing gain and the corresponding Gaussian
distribution fit used for modeling the shadowing gain at both
cm-wave and mm-wave bands are provided in Figs. 7 and 8.

From Table III, it can be observed that shadowing is more
pronounced in the mm-wave band than in the cm-wave band
for both LOS and NLOS scenarios.
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Fig. 7: CDF of Shadowing gain at cm-wave band.
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Fig. 8: CDF of Shadowing gain at mm-wave band.

LOS NLOS
Scenario std. dev (σ (dB)) std. dev (σ (dB))
cm-wave 0.61 3.47
mm-wave 2.43 4.11

TABLE III: Shadowing gain parameters for cm-wave and mm-
wave modeling

C. Delay Dispersion Statistics

The rms delay spread (τrms) serves to compactly describe
the effects of delay dispersion in multi path environments.
In this work, the rms delay spread values have been mod-
eled to follow a lognormal distribution N(µτ (dB), στ (dB)).
Estimated values for µτ (dB) and στ (dB) are provided in
Table IV, while plots showing statistical distribution fit for
the logarithmic equivalent for τrms are provided Figs. 9 and
10.

From the values in Table IV, we can deduce that there is less
dispersion in mm-wave propagation when compared to cm-
wave in LOS, while dispersion in NLOS seems fairly similar.

According to [13], the rms delay-spread increases with
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Fig. 9: CDF of τrms(dBs) at cm-wave band.
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Fig. 10: CDF of τrms(dBs) at mm-wave band.

the distance between the TX and RX. Assuming that this
dependency can be modeled using (3), the decay exponent
ε can be extracted to give information about the relationship
between the τrms and distance for each band and scenario
measured.

τrms(dB) = GT0
(dB) + 10 · ε · log10

(
d
d0

)
+ LσT

. (3)

In (3), d is the distance between TX and RX, GT0 the intercept
of the ordinate, ε the slope parameter and LσT

a normally
distributed random variable i.e., N(0, σLσT (dB)).

A linear regression fit was used in estimating all parameters
from a scatterplot as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 in cm-wave and
mm-wave bands respectively. The aforementioned parameters
are listed in Table IV.

From Table IV exponents (ε) are positive as expected,
which implies that the τrms increases with distance irrespective
of the frequency band or scenario, however the values of
the modeling parameters differ according to the bands and
scenarios measured.



LOS NLOS
Scenario µτ (dBs) στ (dBs) µτ (dBs) στ (dBs)
cm-wave −84.86 4.78 −75.62 2.86
mm-wave −87.85 6.51 −75.26 3.06

LOS NLOS
Parameters ε GT0

(dBs) σLσT (dB) ε GT0
(dBs) σLσT (dB)

cm-wave 1.35 −101.26 3.20 0.31 −79.10 2.85
mm-wave 1.72 −107.44 4.71 0.33 −79.00 3.05

TABLE IV: Parameters for τrms distribution for cm-wave and mm-wave channels
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Fig. 11: τrms(dBs) as function of distance at cm-wave band.
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Fig. 12: τrms(dBs) as a function of distance at mm-wave band.

D. Fading Statistics

Small-scale fading (SSF) in the propagation channel stems
from multipath component interaction with local scatterers,
which exist within the vicinity of the transmitter and receiver.
For the cm-wave and mm-wave propagation, the SSF statistics
was modeled as m-Nakagami distributed variables. This was
investigated by considering fading over MIMO (spatial) sub-
channels.

The m-parameter of the Nakagami distribution is itself
a random variable (over an ensemble of measured lo-
cations) and was modeled using a lognormal distribution
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Fig. 13: CDF of m− parameter(dB) at cm-wave band.
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Fig. 14: CDF of m− parameter(dB) at mm-wave band.

(N(µm(dB), σm(dB))) at each band and scenario measured.
Values for µm(dB) and σm(dB) are provided in Table V while
a statistical distribution fit for the logarithmic equivalent of the
m-parameter is provided in Figs. 13 and 14.

From the results in Table V, the smaller statistical values
of the m-parameter in the mm-wave band indicates a slightly
wider range of signal envelope fluctuation in this band than the
cm-wave band for the LOS scenario while the almost similar
fading is experienced in both the cm-wave and mm-wave for
the NLOS scenario.



LOS NLOS
scenario µm(dB) σm(dB) µm(dB) σm(dB)
cm-wave 2.28 1.40 1.04 0.22
mm-wave 1.23 0.41 0.87 0.23

TABLE V: m-parameters for cm-wave and mm-wave.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We conducted a measurement campaign in an outdoor
environment using a frequency domain channel sounder setup
in both cm-wave and mm-wave bands. We found (omni-
directional) channel parameters such as distance-dependent
pathloss exponent (γ) to be similar in both cm-wave and mm-
wave bands with values 1.75 and 1.91 for the LOS scenario
while 2.51 and 2.37 in the NLOS case. However, the pathloss
values at the reference distance was significantly larger by 26-
29 dB in the mm-wave band than in the cm-wave band. We
also found shadowing gain to be lognormal distributed with
std. dev values larger (≈ 1.7 dB for LOS and ≈ 0.64 dB in
NLOS) in the mm-wave band than cm-wave band. The rms-
delay spread was modeled as a lognormal distribution. The
statistical values of the τrms showed that the mm-wave channel
exhibited less dispersion in delay as compared to the cm-wave
channel in the LOS case. τrms also exhibited a linear increase
for a longer TX-RX distance with all modeling parameters
provided in Table IV. The small-scale fading statistic was
modeled using an m-Nakagami distribution in both bands. The
m-parameter turned out to be a random variable and as such
was modeled as a Gaussian distribution. The mean values of
the m-parameter were smaller in the mm-wave than cm-wave
band thereby indicating that a wider range of signal envelope
fluctuation due to small-scale fading is experienced in the mm-
wave band in both LOS and NLOS scenarios.

Overall, we can observe that there is a difference between
propagation channel parameters in the cm-wave and mm-wave
bands for this type of environment. Details such as those
provided in this work will be of great help for D2D systems
design and simulation in this type of environment.
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